SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for SAP

Deploy SAP HANA with high availability options on AWS
Challenges

Maintaining optimal SAP performance during and after migration
As organizations consider and develop strategies for migrating their SAP environments to Amazon Web Services (AWS), they seek a reliable
solution that will maximize uptime and availability. Those looking to transition to SAP S/4HANA running on an SAP HANA database and a
Linux OS require a cloud adoption process that includes minimal disruption, full compatibility, and no impact on revenue. In some cases,
there is also uncertainty around determining the best way to approach Linux OS, and this hesitation can lead to prolonged decision-making
and thus, delayed SAP HANA adoption. There is also concern expressed about SAP performance and updating disaster recovery (DR)
strategies, post-migration, because companies need to protect their SAP assets in a cost-effective manner that is not difficult to configure
or deploy. If your organization is looking to optimize its SAP environment on AWS, consider working with SUSE. The SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server for SAP Applications (SLES for SAP) helps increase performance for SAP HANA and SAP S/4HANA, enabling you to more rapidly
unlock data intelligence and drive innovation.

The SUSE Solution

Streamline SAP migration and automate secure deployments
SUSE and AWS collaborated to create the SAP HANA Quick Start to help your organization
rapidly migrate its SAP environment to the cloud built for high availability. This Quick
Start was developed to provide details on the architecture and step-by-step deployment
instructions using AWS best practices for security and high availability. Deployment of the
production ready, HA infrastructure on AWS for SAP S/4HANA, HANA DB, and the OS is
usually complete within an hour. Wizards, automation, integration, and a shared support
line between SAP and SUSE make it easy and quick. The Quick Start supports a SUSE high
availability cluster in a single Availability Zone (AZ), or a SUSE cluster spanning multiple
AZs that can be implemented quickly. This helps to simplify the process of deploying HA
clusters—even to enhance performance and leverage the multi-tenant options. SUSE Linux
Enterprise Server is the only Linux OS that is specifically designed to optimize SAP HANA
applications. SUSE and SAP have developed solutions together for nearly 20 years.

Benefits
SUSE operationalizes security to keep your applications safe, without disrupting workflows.
BUILT-IN BUSINESS CONTINUITY

UNIFIED SOLUTION

Gain multiple, high-availability, and DR
configuration options that integrate with

Realize the benefits of faster migration and
deployment, simplified administration, and
comprehensive support for your entire SAP
environment.

automated data recovery for SAP HANA.

EASY CONFIGURATIONS

DESIGNED FOR HANA

Continuously achieve and sustain
high performance levels for your SAP
environment using included features that
simplify configurations.

Achieve high availability and improve performance
with SLES for SAP, the Linux OS specifically
designed to optimize the use of all your SAP HANA
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applications, no matter where they are deployed.
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How It Works
SUSE helps deliver automated deployments and high availability for your SAP environment by streamlining the deployment
process with AWS Quick Starts. Because SAP uses SLES for SAP as a reference development platform for its applications,
SUSE is the most up-to-date OS to fulfill the performance needs of SAP application updates in near real time. This solution
also employs built-in features to help you reduce downtime. This open and flexible solution makes it possible for your
organization to more rapidly unlock data intelligence and drive innovation.

Solution capabilities
Streamline migration
• SAP HANA Quick Start: Guidance provided by the SAP HANA Quick Start helps you rapidly deploy a fully functional SAP HANA environment
on AWS following best practices from SAP and AWS. It ensures that the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2), Amazon Elastic
Block Store (Amazon EBS), and the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server OS are optimally configured to immediately achieve the best performance
for SAP HANA on AWS. The Quick Start supports both Single-AZ (single-node or multi-node) and Multi-AZ (single-node), high availability
configurations. Either way, you will benefit from the functionality of SAP HANA and the flexibility and security of AWS. SLES for SAP
leverages production-ready, HA infrastructure on AWS for SAP S/4HANA, HANA DB, and the OS to quickly complete the deployment. An AWS
CloudFormation template launches the Amazon EC2 instances, defines all required AWS infrastructure, installs the software, and configures
the SLES for SAP cluster.
• SAP S/4HANA Quick Start: Run this Quick Start to automatically deploy an SAP S/4HANA environment on AWS to more effectively and
efficiently run your SAP applications. The guidance offered demonstrates how you can accelerate the deployment of both SAP application
and SAP HANA database tiers by launching the Amazon Machine Image for the version of the SLES for SAP operating system you choose and
includes an AWS CloudFormation template with customizable configuration parameters.
Seamless cloud adoption
The AWS CloudFormation templates used by these Quick Starts
help identify configuration drift, which is important to consider when
transitioning mission-critical environments. This makes it easy for you
to see what has been deployed in the AWS environment, and quickly
identifies any drift or deviation during deployment.
Simplify deployment
Use the wizards and integration within the Quick Starts, as well as
the support line shared between SAP and SUSE, to help ensure the
seamless transition of your SAP environment to AWS.
Optimize performance
Sustain high performing levels of SAP applications with performance
tuning and the configurable Workload Memory Protection feature.

Automate data recovery
Automate data recovery for SAP HANA and reduce downtime with
storage security features using this advanced, high availability
solution.
Native AWS services integration
The solution uses AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) to
enable on-premises uses to access SAP HANA databases using SLES
for SAP built for high availability on AWS. It employs AWS Direct
Connect to seamlessly connect your on-premises environment to
AWS, and you can include Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon
S3) to backup your SAP data and store the SAP HANA software for the
Quick Start.

Rapid recovery
Employ the SAP HANA System Replication agents to enable
automated failover, and SUSE support for Non-Volatile Dual In-line
Memory Modules disk-less databases to ensure instant database
recovery following system reboots.
Fortify security
Deploy this solution to secure SAP HANA within memory systems
that include a built-in firewall and protect your data in remote data
centers by incorporating enhanced encryption management.

Get started with SUSE on AWS
Find the SUSE solution that is best for your organization in AWS Marketplace.
Quick Starts: SAP HANA | SAP S/4HANA
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Reference architecture for SLES for SAP on AWS

Multi-AZ, single-node, high availability architecture for SAP HANA on AWS

This reference architecture can be found in our SAP HANA Quick
Start, and in this deployment, you will first be presented with an AWS
CloudFormation template.
Within the template, there are 36 fields to fill out, and in these fields,
you will provide information such as:
• The Amazon S3 bucket where your software is stored
• What you want your Virtual IP address (what we call an Overlay IP
address) to be

This is a fully production-ready SAP HANA HA architecture.
This deployment separates the SAP HANA Primary Database and
Standby database into different Availability Zones, which guarantees
they are in separate data centers which don’t share any infrastructure.
Everything is redundant here, as each AZ has its own power/heating/
cooling, are on separate flood planes, and have separate fiber lines.
They are always within 60 miles of one another, though, so you can
run synchronous replication at the DB level to guarantee zero RPO

• Your system number
• The hostname
• YHow much memory you want the system to have
• And much more
Once those fields are filled in, you will submit the template to the
AWS CloudFormation service. Behind the scenes, a JSON or YAML file
is created and the build process begins.
Shortly thereafter (typically less than an hour), you will end
up with the architecture depicted above.
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